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Lifestyle Asset Group’s innovative ownership model brings together
just 6 like-minded equity participants through an LLC structure, allowing
you to own and enjoy a $4.8 million Seaside, Florida home for a
fraction of what it would cost to own it outright.

A more affordable and sensible way to own a luxury vacation home
• Lower acquisition and operating costs
• Your capital is secured by the home, paid for free and clear
• Zero-hassle ownership and personal concierge services
• Option to get rental income for any unused weeks
• Defined exit strategy in 6 years
• Participate in any upside when the home is sold
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The Residence: 23 E Ruskin Street, Seaside, Florida
We invite you to be one of just 6 fortunate families who collectively own this magnificent

Property Highlights

vacation home nestled in the heart of the highly desirable Seaside, Florida community.

• Sleeps 10

360-degree views from the 2 balconies of this phenomenal brand-new beach home!
Featuring 12’ ceilings throughout the open concept first floor; a large gourmet kitchen
with Subzero and Wolf appliances, two dishwashers (2 in main house and 1 in carriage),
an ice maker, a wine refrigerator and large center island with counter seating for 4; a
gorgeous dining room area with oval Carrera marble dining table open to the kitchen
and main living room; a seating nook at the front of the house on the first floor for those
quiet conversations, and wire-brushed hardwood floors; three washers and dryers (2 on
the second floor and 1 in carriage); indoor dipping pool with French doors to the outside
deck and breathtaking views from both the 4th and 3rd floors. Stunning king bedrooms
in the main house each with unsuited bathrooms. Unique and thoughtful seating areas
on the 2nd floor and 3rd floor using stylish day beds (5 total) for lounging plus an
additional full bathroom in the hallway. This house is professionally decorated with
an exquisite beach chic theme throughout.

• 4 Bedrooms (3 King, 1 Queen, 1 Pullout)
• 5 1/2 Baths
• Professionally Decorated
• Private Semi-Indoor Pool with Fireplace
and Outdoor Shower
• Decks on 3rd floor and 4th floor
viewing tower
• Carriage House with Queen Bedroom,
Bathroom, Living Room, and Kitchen
• Parking available for 5 cars
• One house from 30A and across the
street from private beach access
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Associated Costs
Full Share

1/2 Share

Capital Contribution*

$ 864,000

$ 432,000

Annual Shared Fees**

$ 24,000

$ 12,000

Nights of Annual Use

42

21		

*Your capital is 100% secured by the home, paid for free and clear.
**These fees are allocated directly to all expenses relating to the comprehensive maintenance and management of the
residence, including establishing and paying all utilities, insurance premiums, property tax payments, repairs, scheduled
maintenance, replacement items, property management fees, housekeeping, managing reservations, cancellations,
reciprocity requests to sister LLCs, requests for travel within Elite Alliance, providing year-end tax return preparation and
issuing K-1s to each member accordingly.
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Travel Points
Travel points are the currency used for reserving the Seaside, Fl property as well as accessing sister LLC residences.

Full Share: Shareholder receives 5,300 travel points annually which equates to approximately 42 nights of use
1/2 Share: Shareholder receives 2,650 travel points annually which equates to 21 nights of use
Travel Points Per Night Guide
In Season (April - November) 120 Su-Th / 160 Fri-Sat
Off Season (Dec - February) 60 Su-Th / 80 Fri-Sat
Month of March: 160
Christmas and New Years weeks: 160
Thanksgiving week: 160
Memorial Day week (Friday - Friday): 200
Labor Day week (Friday - Friday): 200
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Rotating Priority Reservation System
Lifestyle Asset Group’s rotating priority reservation system (PRP) allows shareholder to plan their vacations with as little or as much
advanced notice as they choose. Travel points can also be used to sponsor unaccompanied guests, giving you the flexibility to
send family & friends on amazing vacations, use them as a reward for a high-performing employee, or as a donation to your
favorite charity.
Reservations are made two ways:
(1) Each shareholder is assigned a number 1-6, depending on when they first commit to the project.
Once assigned a number, shareholders will first choose one reservation in the ensuing 12-month calendar in an order from
Shareholder #1 through 6, then a second reservation in an order of #6 to #1. The order of 1 through 6, and 6 through 1, changes
each year with shareholder 2 advancing to 1 in the second year of the PRP and shareholder 1 moving to 6 in year two. By rotating
the order in the selection process under the PRP, all shareholders will have years of holding position #1, #2, etc.
(2) The second reservation protocol is the application of the shareholder’s remaining travel pointsfollowing the PRP when each
shareholder can evaluate their own timelines and schedules in applying their remaining points in their account for additional dates
that are attractive to them. There is no formal structure for these reservations and they are all first come-first serve; last minute or
well planned.
“Space Available” Reservations
There will be periods during the year when the property will be unreserved and available and shareholders are welcome to reserve
the home on short notice without having to apply travel points. Accordingly, whenever the villa is available and unreserved
twenty-one (21) days hence, this opportunity for a short notice reservation shall be deemed “Space Available”.
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Anticipated Occupancy

7%

4%
Usage Type
Owner Usage From Points

20%

Space Available
Mgmt. Use (PR, Photo Shoots)

69%

2 Week Maintenance
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Elite Alliance Membership
Your investment is now your key to more than 100 of the world’s most luxurious and
prestigious destinations.
Shareholders of 5 Park Row Lane LLC have exclusive access to a world of new travel enjoyment through a
partnership with Elite Alliance. Traveling to one of the properties offered by Elite Alliance is as simple and
seamless as traveling to your own property. Just choose your destination on the Elite Alliance website
then contact us to do the rest. visit www.EliteAlliance.com

Defined Exit Strategy
Divestiture - After a term of 6 years, the Lifestyle Asset Group management team will sell the residence by first
offering it to the existing shareholders. If no one buys the property, the house will be sold by the local broker at
its highest possible values with the proceeds distributed back to the 6 shareholders by first returning the original
capital contribution then 85% of any appreciation that has occurred.
Lifestyle Asset Group, as the manager, is compensated with 15%. Should the real estate values recede and the
LLC owners are not returned the full balance of their initial capital contribution, Lifestyle Asset Group will waive
the 15% fee and not take any compensation at divestiture.
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Rental Participation Program
Shareholders have the option to rent some of their weeks to offset annual expenses. You’ll receive approximately
$8,000 in credits for every week you donate to the rental pool. As you can see in the chart below, if you enjoy 3 weeks of
use and rent 3 weeks, your annual expenses are covered:
Full Share Investor
Weeks of Use

Weeks Rented

Annual Fees

6

0

$ 24,000

5

1

$ 16,000

4

2

$ 8,000

3

3

$

2

4

$ 7,000 Credit

1

5

$ 16,000 Credit

0

6

$ 24,000 Credit

0
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The Lifestyle Asset Group Difference
No Price Markup - Contrary to other shared ownership programs, shareholder’s LLC capital contributions are
determined by the actual cost of the residences. without traditional fractional real estate developer markups. This
means your acquisition costs are substantially lower, thus providing for greater potential for appreciation in the
value of your LLC interest over the 6-year term.
Reduced Ownership Cost for Same Amount of Use - The typical second home owner only uses the property
for around 30 nights a year yet pays 100% of the operating and maintenance costs. In this model, you enjoy 42
nights of use each year but only pay 16.66% of the costs.
Transparency - LLC owners receive financial statements and so you know where every penny of your annual
fees are being allocated. Owners have an elected managing member who sits on the board of advisors,
providing performance feedback to the team at Lifestyle Asset Group.
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The Lifestyle Asset Group Difference (cont)
Performance Based Management - Lifestyle Asset Group’s compensation is strictly performance based;
the company earns fees in three ways:
(1) 6% of the initial capital contributed for services provided in subscribing the LLC, managing the real estate
acquisition process, completing any and all improvements to the residences including furniture and fixtures and
developing turnkey property management services. Of note, real estate agents are paid a 2.5% referral fee when
they bring a buyer to the LLC and that fee comes from this 6%.
(2) The company earns a percentage from the annual fees paid by each shareholder.
(3) The company is eligible for 15% of net appreciation when the residence is sold in 6 years.
Proven Management Team - Created and founded by three executives with over twenty years of experience
in the luxury real estate and travel industry, Lifestyle Asset Group was established to create an innovative and
sustainable business model that improves upon the restrictions and weakness of the fractional and private
residence club industries, while simultaneously aligning the interests of the shareholders and management team
with the innovative model of collective home ownership.
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Rethink Vacation Home Ownership
155 East Boardwalk Drive, Suite 473
Fort Collins, Colorado 80525
1-800-318-6966
lifestyleassetgroup.com

